
Scientific Revolutions

Philosophy Honors 219, Fall 2019
MoWeFr 11:30AM - 12:25PM, BB 221

Professor: P.D. Magnus
E-mail: pmagnus<at>albany.edu
Office phone: (518) 442-4223
Office: HU-218
Office hours: Tu noon–1:00, Wed 2:45–3:45,
and by appointment

Texts: The course readings will come from two books
and a bunch of articles. The articles are available via
Blackboard.

◦ Thomas Kuhn, The Structure of Scientific Revolu-
tions (fiftieth anniversary edition)

ISBN: 0226458121

◦ Steven Shapin, The Scientific Revolution

ISBN: 022639834X

• George Sarton, ‘The History of Science and the His-
tory of Civilization’

• Robert K. Merton, ‘Science and Democratic Social
Structure’

• Carl G Hempel, selections from Philosophy of Nat-
ural Science

• Karl Popper, ‘Conjectures and Refutations’

• Norwood Russell Hanson, ‘The Irrelevance of His-
tory of Science to Philosophy of Science’

• Imre Lakatos, ‘History of science and its rational
reconstructions’

• John Worrall, ‘Fresnel, Poisson, and the White Spot’

• Heather Douglas, ‘Pure science and the problem of
progress’

• Justin Biddle and Eric Winsberg, ‘Value Judgements
and the Estimation of Uncertainty in Climate Mod-
eling’

• Remco Heesen, ‘Why the Reward Structure of Sci-
ence Makes Reproducibility Problems Inevitable’

Electronics policy: Laptops? Tablets? Cell phones?
The class will decide on a policy on day one.

Requirements: There will be three exams and a pa-
per in this class. For grading:

20% Exam #1

20% Exam #2

25% Final exam

5% paper draft

30% paper

Class participation: Participation in class discus-
sion is required. Exemplary participation will add to
your grade, up to two-thirds of a letter grade.

Academic honesty: The paper should include cita-
tions to any works cited or consulted, as well as ac-
knowledgments of helpful interactions. Cheating will
not be tolerated.

The paper: The paper will be seven pages on an
assigned topic. A rough draft will be due November
8. The paper will be returned to you with comments
and the final draft will be due on the last day of class
(December 9). You should turn in the rough draft
along with the final.

The draft will be marked with the grade it would have
received if it were a final draft. If the paper is not
improved, however, the final draft will not receive this
grade! If you turn in the paper unmodified, you will
get one letter grade less than the grade marked on the
draft.

Absences: Students who will need to miss exam dates
for foreseeable reasons should discuss them with the
professor at the beginning of the term. If an emer-
gency results in absence, the student should contact
the professor as soon as possible.

General Education: This course fulfills General Ed-
ucation requirements in Humanities and Challenges for
the 21st-c.
The course aims to enable students to demonstrate
knowledge of the assumptions, methods of study, and
theories of Philosophy of science, History of science,
and Science Studies.
This course aims to teach students to analyze and eval-
uate philosophical ideas and systems of reasoning and
the values, traditions, and beliefs that they reflect; to
employ the terms and understand the conventions par-
ticular to Science Studies; and especially to analyze
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and assess the strengths and weaknesses of ideas and
positions along with the reasons or arguments that can
be given for and against them.
Moreover, the course aims to teach students about the
historical development of science and also the histori-
cal development of our thinking about science. Science
plays an inescapable role in contemporary life, and be-
ing able to think more critically about the operations
and outcomes of science enables students to better un-
derstand the world and its future challenges.
See http://www.albany.edu/generaleducation for
information on General Education courses and require-
ments.

Schedule of topics The following is a provi-
sional schedule. Specific readings may take more or less
time than indicated, but exam dates and due dates will
not change.

Mon aug26 Introduction

Wed aug28 Science as historical triumph
(Read Sarton)

Fri aug30 continued

Mon sep2 LABOR DAY

Wed sep4 Science as a social structure
(Read Merton)

Fri sep6 Hypothetico-deductive method
(Read Hempel)

Mon sep9 continued

Wed sep11 continued

Fri sep13 Science as falsification (Read Popper)

Mon sep16 continued

Wed sep18 Philosophy and history (Read Hanson)

Fri sep20 continued

Mon sep23 review

Wed sep25 FIRST EXAM

Fri sep27 The Kuhnian turn (Start reading Kuhn)

Mon sep30 continued

Wed oct2 continued

Fri oct4 continued

Mon oct7 continued

Wed oct9 continued

Fri oct11 continued

Mon oct14 FALL BREAK

Wed oct16 continued

Fri oct18 continued

Mon oct21 continued

Wed oct23 Progress and applied science
(Read Douglas)

Fri oct25 continued

Mon oct28 review

Wed oct30 SECOND EXAM

Fri nov1 Popper’s revenge (Read Lakatos)

Mon nov4 continued

Wed nov6 Novel predictions (Read Worrall)

Fri nov8 continued . . . DRAFT DUE

Mon nov11 Social structure and trust
(Start reading Shapin)

Wed nov13 continued

Fri nov15 continued

Mon nov18 continued

Wed nov20 continued

Fri nov22 continued

Mon nov25 continued

Wed nov27 THANKSGIVING

Fri nov29 THANKSGIVING

Mon dec2 Climate science (Read Biddle&Winsberg)

Wed dec4 continued

Fri dec6 Incentives and replication (read Heesen)

Mon dec9 review . . . FINAL PAPER DUE

Fri dec13, 10:30–12:30 FINAL EXAM

http://www.albany.edu/generaleducation

